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What's the future of networking? Here are 8 innovative research projects taking place right
now that could have a big impact on tomorrow's.
Why should we make a career in networking over every other technology out there? Industries
around the world depend on computer networking to keep. Somewhere in the vicinity of 20
years ago there was a big wave of networking innovation, spurred by the internet age. It gave
birth to huge.
The evolution of networking was the focus of the future:net networking conference at
VMworld in Las Vegas earlier this year. More than
Open source networking has become the new norm, and many at the recent Open Networking
Summit Europe said they're seeing it play out. In , the fundamental changes we're already
seeing in networking technology will create equal — and positive — change for the. Will the
Internet exist in the year ? Consider some of these possibilities for the future of the Internet
and computer networks generally.
Here at The Daily Muse, we've written a lot of articles about networking. Around , as a matter
of fact. But even we can learn something new about networking . In this video,
software-defined networking pioneer Martin Casado, a general partner at VC firm Andreessen
Horowitz, talks about how he. Discover what is new in networking and what we might see in
the future. No so far back in the past, everyone used a dial up on a modem to connect.
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